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Hey Friends!

From our CPF family to yours,
Happy Holidays!

If you are looking for a great gift for someone with cerebral palsy or a related disability, we’ve got you covered with our 2019 Accessible Gift Guide. We’ve spent weeks picking out special gifts at a variety of price points for all ages and stages! Let our Accessible Gift Guide do the work for you, complete with the links to buy each gift directly. And we’re even more excited to let you know we’ve partnered with several of the awesome companies and products featured here for holiday gift giveaways in the days to come with our Holiday Giveaway countdown. Life with a disability can mean doing things a bit differently and finding creative solutions to everyday challenges. Sometimes, the best gift for a person with a disability is a useful one — something to make dressing, cooking or operating the electronics easier, but we also want to surprise and delight our loved ones and family members. Who needs a partridge in a pear tree when you can give one of these great gifts!

LET’S FIND YOUR PERFECT GIFTS!
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Toys, Tools and Gadgets, Oh My!

**FUN LEARNING FOR ALL ABILITIES WITH ZUMO!**

The Zumo Learning System provides an accessible learning environment for children of all abilities and helps children fall in love with STEM concepts through play!

**SHOP NOW**

**FARM FRESH ANIMAL BLOCKS**

Five adorable animals pop together, pull apart, and mix up in all kinds of exciting ways. Encourages sensory development, tactile strength, emotional connection.

**SHOP NOW**

**LEARN AND PLAY WITH OSMO**

Osmo merges tactile exploration with innovative technology, actively engaging children in the learning process. Real Play, Real Learning, Real Fun!

**SHOP NOW**

**LEGO DUPLO ALL-IN-ONE-BOX-OF-FUN**

Children with CP often have involuntary movements, so toys with big parts can be easier to play with. At twice the normal size, these chunky DUPLO bricks fit the bill when it comes to awesome toys for kids.

**SHOP NOW**

**MORE FUN WITH ELEFUN!**

What's not to love about an adorable elephant blowing butterflies out of its cute trunk! We love this game for hand eye coordination, fine motor skill development and lots of fun and giggles.

**SHOP NOW**

**GOOD DOG! SWITCH ADAPTED PUPPY**

Children with limited movement can still enjoy and operate traditional-style toys that have been adapted to use with a special-needs switch. Just plug the easy-to-press switch (not included) into the adapted switch port and watch the puppy walk, bark and wag his tail!

**SHOP NOW**
PINCH ME I’M DREAMING!

Pinch Me Dough is a therapeutic putty or dough with lots of uses, from strengthening hands for fine motor tasks to reducing anxiety. Pinch Me Dough makes a great stocking stuffer for all ages! The aromatherapy aspect of the therapy dough makes it multi-sensory, which we know you’ll love.

SHOP NOW

COLOR YOUR WORLD WITH ZOT ARTZ

Give the gift of creativity with art tools for kids with physical disabilities. Kids love making art. These adaptive art tools help children with disabilities create amazing art pieces.

SHOP NOW
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All the Gadgets for Young & Old

GAME YOUR WAY WITH THE MICROSOFT XBOX ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER

When everybody plays, we all win! Designed primarily to meet the needs of gamers with limited mobility, the Xbox Adaptive Controller is a unified hub for devices helping to make gaming more accessible, more inclusive and more fun for everyone!

SHOP NOW

DO MORE WITH AN APPLE IPAD

With an Apple iPad, you can take your ideas anywhere. Switch Control lets you navigate onscreen keyboards with a single tap. Siri lets you tackle everyday tasks with just your words. And with AssistiveTouch, you can turn a pinch into a tap or customize other gestures to fit your needs.

SHOP NOW

LISTEN UP WITH THESE BLUEDIO HT TURBINE WIRELESS BLUETOOTH 5.0 STEREO HEADPHONES WITH MIC

Great for users of all mobility levels, these budget-priced headphones make a great gift. Wheelchair users in particular know the struggle of getting their headphone wires tangled in their wheels. These headphones eliminate all those struggles and are a breeze to use.

SHOP NOW

AN ITUNES GIFT CARD IS ALWAYS IN STYLE

Everyone seems to love an iTunes Gift Card for new apps and music. An iTunes gift card is a great idea for a teen with cerebral palsy. Or any person, really! Just make sure that the gift receiver has Apple products and not Android.

SHOP NOW
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ROLL WITH IT! GIVE THE GIFT OF MORE FREEDOM WITH AN ADAPTIVE BICYCLE

An adaptive bicycle is designed for mobility, therapy, recreation, fun, and freedom! Working with medical professionals, therapists, and families, each Freedom Concepts adaptive bicycle is thoughtfully designed to accommodate the needs of individuals with disabilities such as Cerebral Palsy, and they will work with families on filing for insurance and funding resources.

SHOP NOW
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Gifts That Make Life a Little Easier

HOLD ON TIGHT WITH EAZYHOLD GRIPPERS
Makes a great stocking stuffer! These flexible universal cuffs attach securely to enable a comfortable grip on eating utensils, writing implements, sippy cups, gait trainers, toys and more!
SHOP NOW

THE MOST COMFORTABLE STRAW YOU WILL EVER SIP FROM!
These excellent straws designed using patent pending silicone drinking tips, ensuring you have an awesome & naturally comfortable drinking experience with every sip.
SHOP NOW

YOU SAY BANANA, WE SAY BANDANA!
These cute eversible drool bandanas have an inner liner sewn between the two sides so that when the bandana gets wet, flip it and you have a dry side ready to go. The neck is adjustable with a clip system and easily clipped to create the perfect fit.
SHOP NOW
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Gifts to Help You Look Your Best!- We’ve Got You Covered Head to Toe!

**STRAIGHTEN YOUR LOCKS WITH A TOOL THAT ROCKS**

Straightening your hair when you have hand weakness is difficult! We found the Brush Crush by Drybar and it makes straightening and styling hair a whole lot easier. The cute packaging makes this a great holiday gift.

[SHOP NOW]

---

**THE EYES HAVE IT WITH REVLON’S ANGLED TIP**

Let’s face it, using eyeliner can be challenging for anyone. With Revlon’s Colorstay Liquid Eye Pen with the angled tip, those with limited dexterity will find it easier to apply. Smudge-proof and budge-proof too!

[SHOP NOW]

---

**GILLETTE TREO – THE FIRST RAZOR DESIGNED WITH CAREGIVERS IN MIND**

There have been over 4,000 razors designed for shaving yourself. None have been specifically designed to shave someone else – until now. At last! Here is a razor designed with the needs of caregivers and our community in mind.

[SHOP NOW]

---

**NAILED IT!**

This great set of beautiful polishes from neutral colors to holiday red are free of toxins but long on color and shine that will last well beyond the holidays. A great gift for glamour at any age www.miniluxe.com

[SHOP NOW]
ADAPTIVE DINOSAUR HOODIE FROM TARGET

Surprise the little girl in your life with this adorable long sleeve accessible hoodie with a colorful dinosaur print. Easy to put on and take off with hidden abdominal access for convenience.

SHOP NOW

EASY ON AND OFF ASTRONAUT T-SHIRT FROM KOHL’S

Your favorite astronaut fan will love the design on this easy access from Kohl’s new adaptive clothing line. With a wider neck and hem, flat seams and no tag – getting dressed can be fun!

SHOP NOW

A GREAT LOOKING SHIRT WITH MAGNETIC BUTTONS?
YES PLEASE!

This traditional fit, 60% cotton/40% polyester blend shirt utilizes MagnaReady® patented technology—magnetized closures at the front placket and cuffs—for ease of dressing. How cool is that? Our favorite features a classic tartan plaid design of navy, white, green, and blue in a soft, luxurious twill weave, and button-down collar. Women’s and kids shirts available too.

SHOP NOW
FFORA believes in designing a world that’s made for everyone. They utilize the power of functional design and real-life experiences to create beautiful products that just work. Be the first to own one of their active bags that attaches to most manual wheelchairs. Designed with functionality and style in mind, this exclusive new bag features a hard shell for easy cleaning, genuine leather trim and detail, and a two-way zipper with thumb pulls.

SHOP NOW
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Myself Belts™ are designed with independence in mind and provides children with an “I did it by myself!” moment and parents with peace of mind. This collection of easy to use and fun to wear belts boasts styles to fit every member of the family from the little ones to teens and adults. A patented one-handed closure not only makes it easy to keep pants up, but also teaches and encourages your child’s independence.

BELT IT OUT

BABY IT’S KOOL OUTSIDE

Enjoy the great outdoors while staying warm and cozy with a custom Kool-Kape from Koolway Sports. Koolway products are designed with the ease of dressing in mind and saving time for families & caregivers. Custom made to fit the user’s body frame & wheelchair configurations including half backs, full zippered sleeves, zippered hoods, hidden G – J tubes and shoulder harness openings.

SHOP NOW
Put Your Best Foot Forward with This Group of Footwear Designed for Feet as Unique as You Are

Having cerebral palsy can mean challenges finding well-fitting shoes that can fit over AFO’s or work with various types of feet at all ages. A new pair of holiday shoes that fit may be just the ticket! Here are some of our favorites for all ages.

HATCHBACK FOOTWEAR
SHOP NOW

NIKE FLYEASE
SHOP NOW

BILLY FOOTWEAR
SHOP NOW

TREND-ABLE
SHOP NOW
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For the Young Book Lovers on Your List

Elementary School
“Zoom (My Little World)” by Jonathan Litton
Who will win this colorful race? Bright artwork, pages of finger-holes, and an exciting rhyming story make learning about colors fun!

“Hello Goodbye Dog” by Maria Gianferrari
For Zara’s dog, Moose, nothing is more important than being with her favorite girl. So when Zara has to go to school, WHOOSH, Moose escapes and rushes to her side. Unfortunately, dogs weren’t allowed at school and Moose has to go back home. Moose can’t be held back for long. Through a series of escalating escapes, this loyal dog always finds her way back to Zara, and with a little bit of training and one great idea, the two friends find a way to be together all day long.

For Middle School and Older
“Born Just Right” by Jordan Reeves
When Jordan Reeves was born without the bottom half of her left arm, the doctors reassured her parents that she was “born just right.” And she has been proving that doctor right ever since! With candor, humor, and heart, Jordan’s mother, helps Jordan tell her story about growing up in an able-bodied world and family. Whether it was changing people’s minds about her capabilities, trying all kinds of sports, or mentoring other kids, Jordan channeled negativity into a positive, and is determined to create more innovations for people just like her.

“Out of my Mind” by Sharon Draper
One of our very favorites! From award-winning author Sharon Draper comes a story that will forever change how we all look at anyone with a disability. Eleven-year-old Melody is not like most people. She can’t walk. She can’t talk. She can’t write. All because she has cerebral palsy. But she also has a photographic memory; she can remember every detail of everything she has ever experienced. She’s the smartest kid in her whole school, but NO ONE knows it. Melody refuses to be defined by her disability. And she’s determined to let everyone know it...somehow. Over 1.5 million people have read the #1 New York Times bestseller Out of My Mind and discovered the brilliant mind of Melody Brooks. Out of My Mind spent two years on the New York Times bestseller list!

“Roll with It” by Jamie Sumner
This big-hearted debut tells the story of an irrepressible girl with cerebral palsy whose life takes an unexpected turn when she moves to a new town. Ellie’s a girl who tells it like it is. That surprises some people, who see a kid in a wheelchair and think she’s going to be all sunshine and cuddles. The thing is, Ellie has big dreams: She might be eating Stouffer’s for dinner, but one day she’s going to be a professional baker. If she’s not writing fan letters to her favorite celebrity chefs, she’s practicing recipes on her well-meaning, if overworked, mother.
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